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## FEATURE ANALYSIS AND EXTRACTION

| 10806 02 | Old film jitter elimination algorithm based on L-K optical flow [10806-29] |
| 10806 03 | Research on auto-sorting system based on fusion semantics of regular expression [10806-39] |
| 10806 04 | Salient object extraction in low depth-of-field images using SVDD [10806-64] |
| 10806 05 | A credible depth estimation method based on superpixel constraint matching [10806-73] |
| 10806 06 | Exemplar-based image inpainting using structural feature offsets statistics [10806-83] |
| 10806 07 | Wide-baseline matching based on line intersection features [10806-127] |
| 10806 08 | An optimized SIFT algorithm based on color space normalization [10806-177] |
| 10806 09 | Interactive two-stage framework for blur QR code location with complex background [10806-184] |
| 10806 0A | Fuzzy fractional canonical correlation analysis [10806-201] |
| 10806 0B | Data augmentation based on interest points of feature [10806-279] |
| 10806 0C | Feature extraction based on morphological attribute profiles for classification of hyperspectral image [10806-297] |
| 10806 0D | Hand tracking based on compressed sensing and multiple feature descriptors [10806-301] |
| 10806 0E | Support vectors classification method based on projection vector boundary feature [10806-312] |
## PATTERN RECOGNITION

10806 0F  Action recognition based on feature-level fusion [10806-42]
10806 0G  Design and implementation of family service robots’ object recognition based on Webots [10806-50]
10806 0H  Accuracy evaluation of automated object recognition using multispectral aerial images and neural network [10806-72]
10806 0I  Algorithm of 3D hand posture recognition with space coordinates based on optimal feature selection [10806-87]
10806 0J  A new two stages ATR architecture based on sparse auto encoder and learning network [10806-92]
10806 0K  Adaptive key frame extraction from RGB-D for hand gesture recognition [10806-101]
10806 0L  Synthetic aperture radar target identification based on incremental kernel extreme learning machine [10806-134]
10806 0M  An improved auditory feature based on instantaneous frequency and gammatone filters for underwater acoustic target recognition [10806-136]
10806 0N  Gait recognition based on optimized neural network [10806-217]
10806 0O  3D object recognition based on improved point cloud descriptors [10806-220]
10806 0P  Recognition of a plant leaf based on convolutional neural networks [10806-222]
10806 0Q  Ship target recognition based on multi-spectral infrared images [10806-298]
10806 0R  Weighted sparse fusion for FV and FDT identification [10806-315]
10806 0S  A study on the robustness of adaptive pattern recognition [10806-328]

## TARGET DETECTION ALGORITHM AND APPLICATION

10806 0T  Saliency detection via background features [10806-276]
10806 0U  A pedestrian detection algorithm based on deep deconvolution networks in complex scenes [10806-7]
10806 0V  Long-term object tracking algorithm with occlusion-awareness and re-detection [10806-24]
A contextual deep neural network with dilated convolutions for object detection in remote sensing images [10806-43]

Lane detection using spline model for freeway aerial videos [10806-108]

Improving methods for detecting people in video recordings using shifting time-windows [10806-121]

Real-time dangerous objects detection in millimeter wave images [10806-129]

Method for improving performance of fire control radar based on accumulation detection [10806-130]

Moving object detection in videos from hand-held camera [10806-133]

Forward vehicle detection method based on geometric constraint and multi-feature fusion [10806-139]

Extend the shallow part of single shot multibox detector via convolutional neural network [10806-141]

Dynamic object counting application based on object detection and tracking [10806-154]

A lane detection system based on TDA2EG [10806-163]

A maritime targets detection method based on hierarchical and multi-scale deep convolutional neural network [10806-169]

System design for moving target tracking based on mean-shift algorithm [10806-178]

An image preprocessing algorithm for infrared small target detection in the near-earth background [10806-181]

Dynamic saliency detection via CNN and spatial-temporal fusion [10806-195]

Multi-size object detection assisting fault diagnosis of power systems based on improved cascaded faster R-CNNs [10806-200]

An improved faster R-CNN approach for robust hand detection and classification in sign language [10806-210]

A convex method to minimal problems for fundamental matrix estimation with radial distortion [10806-255]

Multi-target detection with larger scale difference [10806-263]

Fabric surface detection using small sample learning based on naive Bayes [10806-267]
The improved adaptive mean-shift algorithm of single target tracking for infrared images [10806-280]

Multispectral salient object detection based on frequency domain [10806-282]

Moving object detection based on 3D total variation and weighted nonconvex nuclear norm [10806-296]

A closer look at U-net for road detection [10806-300]

FACE DETECTION AND RECOGNITION

A detection method for facial expression reenacted forgery in videos [10806-9]

A novel illumination normalization method in face recognition based on logarithmic total variation [10806-38]

BGP face recognition method based on heuristic information [10806-123]

Fast pedestrian detection using scale-aware pooling [10806-142]

Forehead-based face detection algorithm with multi-feature cascade framework for classroom [10806-194]

Double channel CNN for accurate age and gender estimation in complex scenarios [10806-205]

Human detection in depth images via two steps [10806-231]

Head-heuristic human detection in RGB-D images [10806-233]

Discriminative ability based facial expression recognition using kernel relief algorithm [10806-240]

Real-time people detection from a top-view ToF camera [10806-288]

Manifold aware discriminant collaborative graph embedding for face recognition [10806-299]

IMAGE IDENTIFICATION

Automatic target-reading device based on image recognition and Raspberry Pi [10806-68]

Three-dimensional convolutional neural networks applied to video sensor-based gait recognition [10806-17]
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1W</td>
<td>Automatic oil tank recognition via detecting elliptic rooftop for optical UAV imagery</td>
<td>[10806-25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1X</td>
<td>An adaptive human action recognition system based on two-layer AP</td>
<td>[10806-75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Y</td>
<td>A vehicle logo recognition method based on improved SIFT feature and bag-of-words model</td>
<td>[10806-118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Z</td>
<td>An efficient accelerator unit for sparse convolutional neural network</td>
<td>[10806-180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Application of cuckoo search algorithm for texture recognition based on water areas</td>
<td>[10806-209]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Recognition of color changes in strawberry juice powders using self-organizing feature map</td>
<td>[10806-224]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>A fast wavelet-based algorithm for lunar terrain recognition with different data</td>
<td>[10806-277]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Balanced synthetic data for accurate scene text spotting</td>
<td>[10806-291]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Learning from synthetic data for automatic license plate detection and recognition</td>
<td>[10806-311]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Rail fastener automatic recognition method in complex background</td>
<td>[10806-314]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>IMAGE ENHANCEMENT AND IMAGE DENOISING</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Space-variant text image deblurring with nonconvex constraint</td>
<td>[10806-95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Nonconvex variational model for space variant image deblurring</td>
<td>[10806-183]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Part Two</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Low-light image enhancement using multi-layer fusion and detail recovery</td>
<td>[10806-21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Deep sea image enhancement algorithm based on distance model</td>
<td>[10806-80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>Reducing the loss of color and details in single image defogging</td>
<td>[10806-91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>Research on the synthetic method of ink painting based on convolutional neural network</td>
<td>[10806-234]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C</td>
<td>Impulse noise removal based on adaptive multi-directional weighted mean filter</td>
<td>[10806-271]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### IMAGE MATCHING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10806 2D</th>
<th>An improved matching method base on SURF [10806-10]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10806 2E</td>
<td>Image matching algorithm with color information based on SIFT [10806-11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2F</td>
<td>A template matching acceleration algorithm based on Cuda [10806-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2G</td>
<td>Registration of dense matched point cloud from UAV-borne images [10806-40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2H</td>
<td>Deep space image registration method based on geometric feature of triangles constructed by neighbor stars [10806-79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2I</td>
<td>Improved geometrical SAR image registration based on elevation correction [10806-104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2J</td>
<td>Image registration of infrared and visible based on SIFT and SURF [10806-186]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2K</td>
<td>A spatiotemporal multiscale statistical matching (SMSM) model for human actions detection [10806-318]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IMAGE SEGMENTATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10806 2L</th>
<th>Profile measurement method of aviation part based on step boundary model [10806-292]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10806 2M</td>
<td>A novel real-time video mosaic block detection based on intensity order and shape feature [10806-341]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2N</td>
<td>Liver tumor segmentation based on level set [10806-2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2O</td>
<td>Fully convolutional neural network combined with K-means clustering algorithm for image segmentation [10806-6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2P</td>
<td>Pulmonary nodules segmentation method based on auto-encoder [10806-22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2Q</td>
<td>Anisotropic Gaussian kernels edge detection algorithm based on the chromatic difference [10806-31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2R</td>
<td>Automatic segmentation of human depth map based on semantic segmentation of FCN and depth segmentation [10806-51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2S</td>
<td>Local segmentation of skull CT image using morphological processing and sparse field level set method [10806-103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2T</td>
<td>Human segmentation of the thermal infrared sequences with moving background [10806-144]</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2U</td>
<td>Research on spectral clustering infrared image segmentation algorithm based on improved sparse matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2V</td>
<td>Real-time pedestrian detection for driver assistance systems based on deep learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2W</td>
<td>Image target segmentation method based on fuzzy entropy and salient region extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2X</td>
<td>OCR with a convolutional neural networks integration model in machine vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2Y</td>
<td>Dynamic texture segmentation using spectral clustering based on CHMMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 2Z</td>
<td>Edge detection based on adaptive oriented double opponent neurons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HIGH-RESOLUTION IMAGES AND HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10806 30</td>
<td>Performance evaluation of phase diversity wavefront sensing in obtaining high-resolution images</td>
<td>[10806-12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 31</td>
<td>Iterative method to decompose hyperspectral mixed pixel using barycentric coordinate</td>
<td>[10806-77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 32</td>
<td>The model of additive noise of digital high spatial resolution images</td>
<td>[10806-111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 33</td>
<td>Single image super resolution based on multi-scale structural self-similarity and neighborhood regression</td>
<td>[10806-119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 34</td>
<td>An automatic liver fibrosis qualitative analysis method based on hyperspectral images</td>
<td>[10806-125]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 35</td>
<td>Hyperspectral image classification based on dimension reduction combination and rotation SVM ensemble learning</td>
<td>[10806-164]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 36</td>
<td>Local and global keypoint description for the high resolution remote sensing image registration</td>
<td>[10806-208]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 37</td>
<td>A comparative study of different normalized difference vegetation indices from the wide band spectral imager of Tiangong II, China</td>
<td>[10806-215]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 38</td>
<td>Hyperspectral image classification based on EMAPs spatial-spectral features fusion and SMLR</td>
<td>[10806-274]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 39</td>
<td>Single image super-resolution based on residual learning and convolutional sparse coding</td>
<td>[10806-290]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3D RECONSTRUCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10806 3A</th>
<th>Stereo matching based 3D model reconstruction [10806-30]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10806 3B</td>
<td>3D reconstruction of ultrasonic carotid artery based on fractal dimension and marching cubes [10806-85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3C</td>
<td>Noncontact method for determination of the fuel assembly height by means of a 3D reconstruction [10806-116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3D</td>
<td>Application of unmanned aerial vehicle oblique photography in 3D modeling of crag [10806-155]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3E</td>
<td>High precision measurement and 3D reconstruction of non-cooperative spacecraft based on binocular vision [10806-187]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3F</td>
<td>Compressive sensing magnetic resonance imaging reconstruction based on nonlocal autoregressive modeling [10806-188]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3G</td>
<td>Research on SAR image reconstruction based on optimized compressive sensing algorithm [10806-190]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IMAGING SYSTEM DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10806 3H</th>
<th>Sparse and adaptive fringe-enhancement efficiency analysis in 3D optical digital fringe-projection imaging [10806-48]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10806 3I</td>
<td>A bistatic ISAR imaging method of rectilinear maneuvering target [10806-66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3J</td>
<td>Microwave staring correlated imaging via the combination of nonconvex low-rank and total variation regularization [10806-88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3K</td>
<td>Target discrimination via hyper-spectral imaging and spectral generalized angle analysis [10806-105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3L</td>
<td>Radar correlated imaging for extended target by the clustered sparse Bayesian learning with Laplace prior [10806-107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3M</td>
<td>Photon counting 3D imaging lidar adaptive target contours acquiring method [10806-204]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3N</td>
<td>A 3D denoising algorithm based on photon-counting imaging at low light level [10806-236]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3O</td>
<td>A low light SCMOs imaging system based on FPGA [10806-241]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3P</td>
<td>Three dimensional photon counting integral imaging based on Bayesian adaptive reconstruction [10806-248]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10806 3Q</td>
<td>Oceanic surface XTI SAR simulation for TOPS imaging mode [10806-278]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FILTER DESIGN AND FILTERING ALGORITHM

10806 3R Imaging experiment of low frequency ultrawideband bistatic SAR using fixed-receiver configuration [10806-319]
10806 3S Fast time domain imaging for bistatic SAR including motion errors [10806-321]
10806 3T The study of panoramic images of water to air imaging based on space coordinate transformation [10806-335]

10806 3U Estimation of wet variable’s background error information for regional model [10806-86]
10806 3V A novel correlation filter tracking algorithm based on feature integration [10806-93]
10806 3W ISAR image enhancement based on MCPF and special narrow spectrum filter [10806-99]
10806 3X SAR image filtering algorithm based on adaptive hexagonal window [10806-124]
10806 3Y Improved image haze removal algorithm based on fast guided filter [10806-238]
10806 3Z Review and research of speckle reducing filters for SAR image [10806-338]
10806 40 Parallel deblocking filtering algorithm on GPU [10806-340]

VIDEO PROCESSING AND CODING TECHNOLOGY

10806 41 Video tracking technology based on improved compressed sensing algorithm [10806-13]
10806 42 Smoky vehicle detection in surveillance video based on gray level co-occurrence matrix [10806-45]
10806 43 Smoke detection in video using dissipation function and support vector machine [10806-46]
10806 44 A 3D-CNN based video hashing method [10806-82]
10806 45 A video face clustering approach based on sparse subspace representation [10806-100]
10806 46 Novel pseudo-cylindrical projection based tile segmentation scheme for omnidirectional video [10806-146]
10806 47 Design of high-reliability and HD video remote surveillance system [10806-228]
10806 48 A selective encryption algorithm of video based on white-box AES [10806-286]
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>A fast CU partition algorithm based on the coding cost in screen content coding</td>
<td>[10806-326]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY AND METHOD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>Automatic image style transfer using emotion-palette</td>
<td>[10806-84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B</td>
<td>Parameterization texture mapping method based on the simplification of irregular triangular mesh</td>
<td>[10806-19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C</td>
<td>Image compressed sensing based on dictionary learning via bilinear generalized approximate message passing</td>
<td>[10806-26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4D</td>
<td>Example-based analysis and alignment system for human motion data</td>
<td>[10806-56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4E</td>
<td>Parameterized four direction contour-invariant extrapolator for DPCM image compression</td>
<td>[10806-143]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4F</td>
<td>Methodology of data processing in the process of neural image analysis of pork half carcasses</td>
<td>[10806-157]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4G</td>
<td>Estimating exposure and noise of space target image with bidirectional reflectance distribution function</td>
<td>[10806-216]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4H</td>
<td>EM clustering algorithm modification using multivariate hierarchical histogram in the case of undefined cluster number</td>
<td>[10806-260]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4I</td>
<td>NEDI-based interpolation for hierarchical image compression</td>
<td>[10806-261]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4J</td>
<td>Generate optical flow with conditional generative adversarial network</td>
<td>[10806-302]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Part Three**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>A novel variation-based block compressed sensing restoration method</td>
<td>[10806-325]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4L</td>
<td>Study on the performance of several SAR image gradient operators</td>
<td>[10806-339]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4M</td>
<td>Image interpolation via discontinuous B-spline on android platform</td>
<td>[10806-23]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IMAGE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4N</td>
<td>A super-resolution infrared image information acquisition method based on mechanism of eye micro-movements</td>
<td>[10806-37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4O</td>
<td>Comparison of activation functions in a shallow convolutional neural network for natural image sharpness assessment</td>
<td>[10806-196]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Validation of a photogrammetric method for evaluating seed potato cover by a chemical agent [10806-199]

Using signal-to-noise ratio to connect the quality assessment of natural and medical images [10806-211]

Joint concept factorization for image representation [10806-251]

Blind image quality assessment for screen content images based on patch-wise multi-order derivatives [10806-322]

A steganographic with better visual quality and security by improving full exploiting modification direction [10806-327]

REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATION

Research for road detection technology in low illumination remote sensing image [10806-4]

Scene classification of remote sensing image based on deep convolutional neural network [10806-90]

A novel correlation method of microwave staring correlated imaging based on multigrid and LSQR [10806-102]

A new variational fusion method for remote sensing images based on sparse representation [10806-138]

Cloud detection of remote sensing images on Landsat-8 by deep learning [10806-173]

Water area changes of the Tonle Sap Lake based on remote sensing data [10806-249]

Single image thin cloud removal for remote sensing images based on conditional generative adversarial nets [10806-259]

The application of UAV remote sensing in mapping of damaged buildings after earthquakes [10806-265]

A novel rotation invariance hashing network for fast remote sensing image retrieval [10806-268]

A novel remote sensing images fusion algorithm combining extended NSST and modified PCNN [10806-323]

Road information extraction based on knowledge using WorldView-2 images [10806-170]
| 10806 55 | Non-contact heart rate measurements based on skin detection [10806-3] |
| 10806 56 | Post-processing for retinal vessel detection [10806-5] |
| 10806 57 | Lung nodules detection based on modified extreme learning machine with deep convolutional features [10806-18] |
| 10806 58 | Automatic quantification of crypt architecture in ex vivo gastrointestinal epithelium for high-resolution microendoscopic images [10806-20] |
| 10806 59 | Pseudo-3D fully convolutional DenseNets for brain tumor segmentation [10806-41] |
| 10806 5A | A modified faster R-CNN method to improve the performance of the pulmonary nodule detection [10806-62] |
| 10806 5B | Automated airway segmentation from chest CT images combined uniform and local intensities and airway topology structure [10806-114] |
| 10806 5C | Heart segmentation from chest x-ray images based on improved active shape model [10806-147] |
| 10806 5D | An end-to-end cells detection approach for colon cancer histology images [10806-202] |
| 10806 5E | An improved ultrasound image segmentation method based on level set [10806-237] |

| MEDICAL IMAGE PROCESSING |
| 10806 5G | False positive reduction of pulmonary nodules using three-channel samples [10806-27] |
| 10806 5H | Application of structural group sparsity recovery model for brain MRI [10806-131] |
| 10806 5I | Convolutional neural network for automated histopathological grading of breast cancer on digital mammograms [10806-159] |
| 10806 5J | Non-contact blood pressure measurement based on pulse transit time [10806-174] |
| 10806 5K | Fault diagnosis of aero-engine endoscopic image processing based on BP neural network [10806-189] |
| 10806 5L | A multiclass classification method for building MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry database of microbes based on SVM [10806-239] |
| 10806 5M | Medical image fusion based on NSCT and sparse representation [10806-244] |
Multimodal analysis of structural and functional MRI for Schizophrenia diagnosis [10806-264]

Hippocampus analysis based on 3D CNN for Alzheimer's disease diagnosis [10806-275]

Deep multi-label 3D ConvNet for breast cancer diagnosis in DBT with inversion augmentation [10806-334]

A method of dorsal hand vein identification [10806-203]

COMPUTER VISION AND IMAGE PROCESSING

Cloud concentration classification of UAV images based on image quality [10806-8]

Village detection based on deep semantic segmentation network in Google Earth satellite images [10806-33]

Target measurement in elliptical orbit using generalized voxel coloring [10806-47]

A novel range profile compensation method of high speed target for ISAR [10806-61]

Explore fine-grained discriminative visual explanation when making classification decision [10806-69]

An improved active contour model algorithm based on region [10806-106]

Early wildfire smoke detection based on improved codebook model and convolutional neural networks [10806-120]

Weakly supervised semantic segmentation using constrained multi-image model and saliency prior [10806-162]

A study on classification of mineral pigments based on spectral angle mapper and decision tree [10806-214]

Visualization technology research and application in partial-wear between the sucker rod and tube of pumping unit [10806-218]

A comparison of shadow detection methods for high spatial resolution remote sensing images [10806-219]

Design of an effective platform for unmanned aerial vehicles to collect research material in the form of aerial photographs [10806-226]

Deep ViDAR: CNN based 360° panoramic video system for outdoor robot visual navigation and SLAM [10806-250]

Checkerboard image processing under uneven illumination for robust Harris corner detection in camera calibration [10806-337]
**COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY**

| 10806 66 | A method of correction building roofs offset using wall baselines from SAR imagery [10806-28] |
| 10806 67 | 3D pose estimation using low resolution time-of-flight (ToF) cameras [10806-54] |
| 10806 68 | The design for the optical part of a maintenance support system [10806-65] |
| 10806 69 | Enhanced light field depth estimation for complex occlusion scenes [10806-145] |
| 10806 6A | ReLU for sub space approximation and its application in dimension reduction [10806-165] |
| 10806 6B | A novel method for high dynamic range with binocular cameras [10806-166] |
| 10806 6C | Virtual game scenario generation using brain computer interface [10806-167] |
| 10806 6D | The virtual composing system for museum based on augmented reality technology [10806-175] |
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Introduction

We had the great honor of organizing the Tenth International Conference on Digital Image Processing (ICDIP 2018). It was truly a great pleasure for us to greet more than 280 participants from many different countries. We firmly believe that ICDIP will become an important international event in the field of Digital Image Processing.

The Tenth International Conference on Digital Image Processing (ICDIP 2018) was co-sponsored by Shanghai Key Laboratory of Multidimensional Information Processing (China) and International Association of Computer Science and Information Technology (Singapore, hosted by East China Normal University (China), and technically assisted by many universities and institutes.

The objective of this conference was to provide a platform for the participants to report and exchange innovative ideas, up-to-date progress and developments, and discuss novel approaches to application in the digital image processing field. It is sincerely hoped that the research and development in digital image processing will be improved, and the international collaboration with common interest sharing will be enhanced.

On behalf of other co-chairs, and the organization committee of ICDIP 2018, we would like to express our heartfelt thanks to our sponsors and cooperating organizers for all they have done. Thanks also go to all the authors for their contributions to the proceedings, to all of the participants and friends for their interest and efforts in helping us to make it possible, to the program technical committee for their effective work and valuable advice, especially the conference secretary, and to the staff at SPIE for their tireless efforts and outstanding service in preparing and publishing the proceedings.
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